
Genetic engineering is a technology derived from the ideology of the
“central dogma” of Molecular Biology according to which histories of
organisms are pre-determined by genes seen as independent entities
just as the components of a machine. On this ground genetic engineers
thought that single genes from one genome could be transferred from
one specie to another where they would perform the same function
without any unintended effect.



Living systems are all organised as networks of molecules, cells,
tissues , organisms, ecosystems , the Biosphere. All elements at all
levels of the hierarchical organisation are interconnected. For this
reason the change of one component always implies changes in the
other nodes connected with it with partially unpredictable results.
Genetic engineering therefore has a high level of unpredictability.



A gene and metabolic
network with a modular
structure as all living
networks



Inserting a gene from the
genome of one organism to
that of another often far
from the first in
phylogenetic terms has
several unintended
consequences due to the
fact that it did not co-
evolve with the receiving
genotype. If a relevant
node is changed there will
be pleiotropic effects
while, depending to the
sequences in which the
transgene is transferred,
position effects can change
regulation

Brian Miki et al. Plant
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The so-called “unintended effects” of genetic engineering  are all derived by
the dynamic interactions between the inserted construct and the context at
different levels of organisation.

-- loosening of developmental constraints during in vitro culture leading to
mutations

-- quasi-random location of inserted genes leading to “position effects”

-- production of “fusion RNAs” and putative new proteins

-- “active” re-arrangements and  regulation of expression by host organisms

-- Un-predictable interactions with host metabolic networks leading to
quantitative and qualitative changes in the transcriptome, proteome and
metabolome

-- Interaction of the GMO with the agro-ecosystem

--  Effects on health of humans and animals

EFSA guidelines are not sufficient for a correct monitoring of
unintended effects in these fields



In a transformation experiment it is impossible to predict where in the
genome will be inserted disrupting the pre-existing sequence. EFSA
guidelines suggest obsolete techniques for this analysis



It is impossible to predict whether and how the transgene construct will be
modified. Here we show:
The original construct (a) and nine different re-arranged sequences found in a
single transformed oat line EFSA guidelines do not necessarily imply the
analysis for the presence of unintended fragments



If one looks at
authorised GMPs
present in the market
one finds a number of
unintended changes in
the genome. We shall
take two insect
resistant Maize events
and particularly MON
810 to show them .



         Unintended modifications of MON 810 maize

a) Loss of two fragments of the Bt ( insect
resistance) construct, Hernandez et al.( 2003)
leading to a second patent after discovery

b) Insertion of the construct in a relevant gene (
ubiquitin ligase) and synthesis of completely new
RNA products possibly leading to unknown proteins.
Bogani et al. (2008)

c) Significant changes in the metabolic structure
putatively affecting the nutritional value   (Motto
et al 2006)



The production of fusion RNAs , putatively leading to new proteins, has been shown
also in transgenic soybean. According to EFSA guidelines no analyses of the
transcriptome through cDNA studies nor microarray studies on gene expression
patterns in transgenic and so-called near isogenic lines are requested . Only
computational studies on possible fusion proteins are required and expression
profiles are limited to the inserted sequence thus disregarding the possible
interactions with the pre-existing genetic context.



Differences between MON810 and control for more than 100 proteins. No
proteome analysis is asked in EFSA guidelines



Significant differences in
11 out of 22 compounds
analysed between
MON810 and control
(50%). No metabolome
analysis in EFSA
guidelines)



Metabolome analysis with up
to date methods is not
required by EFSA procedures
, research being limited to
compositional studies only
related to a small number of
compounds. The criteria of
MIAME (Minimum information
about a mnicroarray
experiment) and MIAPE (
Minimum information about a
proteomics experiment) are
not even mentioned in EFSA
guidelines



Significant differences in the peripheral immune response of rats fed with
MON810 from control. No analysis of immune response in EFSA guidelines



Modifications in
hepatocytes have been
observed in long term
experiments on rats fed
with transgenic soybean.
EFSA guidelines involve
short term feeding trials
on a limited number of rats



At variance with EFSA
suggestions data coming
from long term trials in
feeding experiments
should be analysed with
proper statistical
techniques to obtain
statistical significant
meaning



An analysis of the
effect of transgenic
plants on soil
microflora and
particularly on
mycorrhizae-plants
symbiosis have shown
significant
unintended affects
but EFSA does not
recommend this area
of of genotype-
environment
interactions



An unintended effect: the pace of improvement of maize yield did notAn unintended effect: the pace of improvement of maize yield did not
change after 1996, the year of introduction of change after 1996, the year of introduction of GMOsGMOs into the market into the market
according to official USDA data.according to official USDA data.



The same data as in Fig 1 presented by The same data as in Fig 1 presented by SyngentaSyngenta, one of the leading, one of the leading
companies in the field showing a non existent companies in the field showing a non existent ““jumpjump”” in production since the in production since the
introduction of introduction of GMOsGMOs in 1996. in 1996.






